Remark : The coupling sleeve of the magneto is installed with the
marking from the rubber part facing the magneto gear .
9.4.3.6 Carefully remove the magneto from the engine ; screw the nut of the
coupling sleeve without rotating the sleeve ; screw the adjustment screw
up to limiter , fit the nut and safety with wire .
9.4.3.7 Fit on the magneto flange from the rear cover a seal smeared with
jointed compound , then install the magneto on the engine .
9.4.3.8 Insert a 0.03 mm feeler gauge between the breaker points and turn the
crankshaft opposite the direction of rotation to about 10-15 degrees ,
then carefully rotate the engine in its direction of rotation . The moment
the feeler gauge can be pulled from between the breaker points with a
slight drag , stop rotating the engine Check if this position indicated by
the timing disc is 14,5-16 degrees before top center on the compression
stroke .
9.4.3.9 If the setting was not made , rotate the magneto within the range of the
studs on the magneto flange to determine whether the breaker points are
opening .
9.4.3.10 As soon as the magneto is timed correctly , tighten the flange nuts and
safety with wire .
9.4.3.11 The second magneto may be timed in the same manner as the first
magneto .
9.4.3.12 After installing both magnetos check :
- the existence and proper installation of the elbow ;
- the proper installation of the high tension electrode on the distributor finger;
- the proper installation of the distributor finger ;
- the proper installation of the breaker cover .
9.4.3.13 When replacing the breaker cover or the wires observe the Ignition
Wiring Diagram Fig.9. In the left hand boss of the magneto install the
wire leading to the spark plug of cylinder No.9 . Further on , install the
wires in the direction of the arrow with the inscription
“лев.вр.”(rotation to the left) towards the spark plugs of cylinders No.
2,4,6,8,1,3,5,7, that corresponds with the ignition sequence in the
cylinders No. 1,3,5,7,9,2,4,6,8. The wires go from the right hand
magneto to the rear spark plugs and from the left hand magneto to the
front spark plugs .The high tension wire from the starting coil KP-4716
shall be installed in the seat of the left hand magneto .The wires shall be
connected to the magneto switch as follows :
- both magnetos are disconnected –set the switch lever to “0”
- on “1” position –connect the left hand magneto , the right hand magneto is
“off” ( the front spark plugs are operating) ;
- on “2” position – connect the right hand magneto , the left hand magneto is
“off” ( the rear spark plugs are operating ) ;
- both magnetos are connected – set the switch on “1+2” position .
In order to start the engine from magnetos , the KP-4716 coil is included
in the ignition system .
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Fig. 9
9.4.4

Clearance adjustment between the breaker points
9.4.4.1 For clearance adjustment between the breaker points loose the fastening
bolts of the bracket 2 of the breaker (Fig. 10) ; adjust the clearance by
rotating eccentric , then fasten the screws . Clearance A between the
contacts shall be within 0.25-0.35 mm . Breaker points shall be CLEAN
.

DECREASE CLEARANCE

INCRASE CLEARANCE
Fig. 10
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9.4.5

Spark plugs installation on the engine
9.4.5.1 Install the SD-49SMM spark plugs on the engine which by design are
solid and shielded with a ceramic insulation of the central electrode .
9.4.5.2 The spark plugs delivered in the factory package will be installed on the
engine without being tested on the tester .
9.4.5.3 The spark plugs will be installed on the engine with a new sealing ring .
This sealing ring shall be clean , without burrs or marks of impacts .
9.4.5.4 Before its installation on the engine , lubricate the threaded section of
the spark plug , to avoid burning , without letting grease drop in the
spark plug chamber or electrodes .
9.4.5.5 Screw the spark plug by hand up to stopper . Tighten with the special
wrench at a max. torque of 4 kgfm .
9.4.5.6 Do not knock or break the spark plug when screwing it in .
9.4.5.7 Before connecting the elbow piece to the spark plug shield visually
inspect the contact device , the spring and the insulating sleeve . Screw
the cap nut of the elbow piece up to the maximum , initially by hand
and then by special wrench with a maximum arm of 100mm. It is not
allowed to bend or tighten too much the nut of the elbow .
9.4.5.8 Dismantle the spark plugs after engine cooling only by using the special
wrench , without knocking them .
9.4.5.9 Place all the dismantled spark plugs in a separate box and send them for
testing or repair .
It is forbidden to discard or kept transport the spark plugs in bulk
Caution :
1. When below the spark plug the thermocouple transducer is installed ,
do not install the sealing ring any more .
2. Install the SD-495MM spark plugs manufactured after the III rd
quarter , 1964 .
3. It is forbidden to unscrew the spark plugs when the engine is warm .

9.5

Replacement of the AK-14P carburetor
9.5.1 Disconnect the fuel line , the control rod , the fuel pressure measuring pipe .
9.5.2 Unlock and unscrew the fastening nuts and remove the carburetor .
9.5.3 Restore the new carburetor to service from storage :
a) remove the external grease with the brush soaked in cleaning solution and
blow out with compressed air ;
b) unscrew the drain plug 2 (Fig.12), the plug 3 (Fig.11)measuring the initial
position of the selfactuated compensator’s pointer ;
c) remove the transportation cover from the fuel inlet connection 6 (Fig.12) ;
d) connect the primer plunger line to the inlet connection 6 (Fig.12) ;
e) attach throttle valve lever to the stopper for complete opening ;
f) open the fuel valve by unscrewing the air pressure measuring plug 6 (Fig.11)
and convey air at a pressure of 0.5kgf/cm2 in the hole provided for plug 6 ;
g) pomp clean gasoline through connection 6 (Fig.12) at a pressure of 0.5±0.2
kgf/cm2 till fuel appears in the hole for upper drain plug 2 . Install plug 2 and
pump till the clean fuel is in the hole for the self-actuated compensator plug 3
(Fig 11) and then install the plug Pump the fuel till it gets out from the
discharge nozzle, at the same time make 3-4 rotation of the throttle from the
LOW to FULL open position . The remainder of fuel line is not drained ;
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Fig. 11
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Fig. 12

h) tighten the plug and wirelock them ;
i) to remove the storage grease from the carburetor air system pump clean
gasoline through the hole of the plug 6 (Fig.11) at a pressure of 0.1kgf/cm 2, in
this case the throttle valve will be on FULL open position ;
j) the remainder of the fuel is drained through the hole of plug 6 (Fig.11) and
blow out with compressed air at a maximum pressure of 0.5kgf/cm2 . Install
the plug back and wire lock it ;
k) check the cleanliness of the hole of the ventilation plug 4 (Fig.11) of the
aneroid chamber . If grease is present , remove plug 4 ,wash it with gasoline ,
install and wire lock it ;
l) disconnect the fuel line from the connection 6 (Fig.12) , install the
transportation cork on the stud ;
m) wipe the carburetor on its external surfaces .
9.5.4
9.5.5
9.5.6

Measure the initial position of the selfactuated pointer as per chapter “Altitude
compensator setting “and adjust it , as necessary to the value set forth in the
pressure chart .
Visually inspect carburetor flange and install a new seal .
Install the carburetor on the mixture manifold , tighten the nuts evenly and
wirelock .
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Fig. 13
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Fig. 14
9.5.7

Connect to the carburetor :
a) the throttle control rod and adjust it , as necessary ;
b) the fuel line to the fuel inlet connection 6 (Fig.12) ;
c) the carburetor fuel pressure measuring pipe to the connection 7(Fig12) ;
9.5.8 Inspect carburetor and fuel lines for leakage .
9.5.9 All visible carburetor moving parts , including linkage should be lubricated with a
general purpose lubricating oil .Check operation of throttle control lever from
LOW to FULL open position , the absence of clearances and smooth travel .
9.5.10 Start the engine , check that all fittings are properly tightened , check all lines for
leaks ;adjust carburetor as par . 9.6 , as necessary .
9.6

Setting the carburetor
9.6.1

9.6.2

Set the carburetor when the engine is warm , by previously setting the inlet fuel
pressure to 0.2-0.5kgf/cm2 , to the basic conditions and to min. 0.15kgf/cm2 in low
throttle .
The setting of the speed and mixture in low throttle is made with the pointer of
low throttle . Before setting dismantle the cover of the pointer 3 (Fig.12) .Upon
screwing the pointer in (clockwise) , the mixture grows “Lean” and the speed
increases ; upon unscrewing the pointer (counter–clockwise) , the mixture grows
“Rich” and the speed decreases . After setting the carburetor , refit the cover of
the low throttle pointer , together with seal and wirelock . It is allowed to set the
speed to low throttle by means of screw 8 from the low throttle speed limiter
(Fig.11) that is set by the manufacturing factory to size “D” ( it is specified in the
carburetor certificate) . It is allowed to make the adjustment within ±1.5 mm
(±1.5 turns) from the position specified in the carburetor certificate .After setting ,
the low throttle speed shall not exceed 26% .In case the low throttle speed is set
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by means of the speed limiter screw , specify in the AK-14P carburetor
certificate , chapter 7 : “The low throttle limiter screw has been overridden to size
D” . The final setting of the low throttle speed is made after setting the basic
runs .

1 – Trottle Idle Stop Screw
2 – Carburetor Throttle Control Lever
9.6.3

9.6.4

9.6.5

Before setting the basic runs check the engine operation in all runs , by the initial
setting from the take-off run .If the engine does not run properly in the other runs
set the carburetor so that :
a) at take off and at Nominal run , the setting is made by selecting the inlet
nozzle , whose plug 2 shall be unscrewed (Fig.11) .
It is allowed to install the nozzle of 1.3-2 mm . In case of increasing the
diameter , the mixture grows “lean” and viceversa . The change of the nozzle
diameter by 0.05 mm causes a change of the fuel specific consumption at take
off by 2-5g/HPh. In cruise run , the inlet nozzle has a smaller influence .After
replacing the nozzle , refit the plug and wirelock .
b) in cruise II , the adjustment is made by changing the initial position of the
metering rod by means of the adjustment screw 4 (Fig.12) ,wirelock screw 4
after setting . Set the carburetor when the engine is not running . When
rotating the axle clockwise the mixture grows “Rich” and when it is rotated
counter clockwise , the mixture grows “Lean”.It is allowed to screw in the
bolt of metering rod between the limiters to a different position than that set in
the factory . The setting range between the limiters include 8 latches . One
latch of the setting axle of the metering rod changes the consumption from 4
to 8 g/HPh .
CAUTION : It is forbidden to rotate the adjustment screw over the limiters,
since there is a sudden change of the fuel consumption adjusted previously to
take off and NOMINAL runs and it is impossible to return to the initial setting
of the carburetor . After setting the CRUISE II run , test the engine at
CRUISE I and NOMINAL II , since the drift of the metering rod changes the
operation at these runs , and make the setting with the bolt of the metering
rod as necessary
It is allowed to adjust the altitude compensator only when there is a discrepancy
between the initial position of the compensatory pointer and the pressure chart .
The checking of the altitude compensatory position is made as follows :
a) unscrew plug 3 from the carburetor (Fig.11) and measure by a special
template or the depth gauge the actual initial position of the pointer (size “A”,
Fig14) ;
b) define the necessary initial position of the altitude compensatory pointer to the
pressure chart (size “A”,Fig 14) .
If the measured size “A” does not tally with the necessary size “A” from the
pressure chart , adjust the compensatory by means of the bolt 1 (Fig 11) of the
aneroid and previously unscrew the nut .In order to reduce size “A” of the aneroid
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